Response characteristics of neurons in chick forebrain slices.
Coronal sections were taken from the forebrains of domestic chicks, aged 1-20 days, and maintained in vitro. Extracellular recordings of neural activity were made from the intermediate part of the medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV). Spontaneous activity was rarely recorded, but neuronal responses could be evoked by stimulation of various sites. Each recording point was surrounded by an arc of sites which, when stimulated, typically elicited a short-latency field potential. These 'local responses' could be recorded in slices from chicks of any age. Stimulation of more distant sites failed to evoke field potentials from the IMHV. Instead, trains of large, unit action potentials appeared on an undisturbed baseline. Such 'unit' responses could only be evoked by stimuli delivered at specific frequencies. They required facilitation, were of variable latency, and often finally decayed. The number of sites capable of evoking a 'unit' response from the IMHV fell dramatically in slices taken from chicks older than 4 days.